
How can we fund research for people, not conditions?
Research funders need to respond to the significant challenges of multimorbidity, say Tara Lamont
and colleagues
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It is more than 10 years since landmark UK studies
underlined the “newnormal”ofmultiplemorbidity.1 2

More people now live with several health problems
at an earlier age and health inequalities have
increased, but most clinical services remain geared
towards management of single diseases.3 4 Research
systems have reinforced these distortions, with a
focus often on single condition research, typically
excluding people with comorbidities as trial
participants.5

In 2018, the Academy of Medical Sciences set out
some important correctives.6 As a leading UK funder,
the National Institute for Health and Care Research
(NIHR) has identified multiple long term conditions
(multimorbidity) as a major strategic priority. NIHR
has funded landmark studies advancing knowledge,
including research with the National Institute for
Health and Care Excellence (NICE), to develop the
first multiple condition clinical guidelines and
evaluations of complex service solutions to meet
these needs, from integrated care hubs for older
people and models of clinical generalists to holistic
casemanagement approaches in general practice.7 -10

A review of the portfolio identified more than 190
awards totallingmore than£135mof directly relevant
research.Recent investments includemore than£20m
for large scale research collaboratives using artificial
intelligence to strengthen understanding of disease
clusters and determinants.

Progress has been made in agreeing common
definitions, identifying research priorities, and
establishing basic principles such as inclusive trial
recruitment. But there is still a long way to go in
advancing knowledge. A recent Cochrane review
showed little impact on quality of life outcomes in
the limited evidence base to date.11 Loose definitions,
diversity of outcomes, and multiple components of
complex interventions make comparison and
consolidation of findings difficult.

These are the challenges facing funding bodies the
world over that want to support new multimorbidity
research. NIHR has issued several calls over the past
five years with poor levels of response and fundable
studies. A workshop in March 2022 brought together
public participantswithmore than forty leadingNIHR
investigators, programme directors, practitioners,
and others to identify ways of getting more high
quality multimorbidity research funded. What did
we learn?

Embracing complexity, innovation, and risk
The research funding system, from expert reviewers
to panels, may be conservative when faced with new
andcomplex studydesigns. Interventions to redesign

care for the people who use it will be multifaceted
and may not be well defined at the outset.12 Updated
guidance on evaluating complex interventions is
helpful but is not intended simply to provide a
blueprint for optimal study design.13 Healthy debate
will continue on how to incorporate innovative
methods which embrace complexity, but which are
also robust anddeliver transferable learning.At times
this may mean accepting higher levels of uncertainty
at the point of funding. It might include use of
bridgingdevelopment grants and flexible approaches
withmid-project reviewagainst less specified starting
plans. A watching brief is needed for more radical
experiments in funding, for example, modified
lotteries for grants reaching certainquality standards,
which are being tested in New Zealand and
elsewhere.14

Engaging the right people in the right way
Research teams may need more time and money to
do this well—a multiple long term conditions
“premium.” Larger sample sizes may be needed to
allow for diversity and stratified analysis of
subgroups where appropriate. Thought is needed on
groupings that make sense to people taking part in
research. Studies often focus on common clusters of
physical and mental health conditions,15 but people
may identify more with symptoms or problems, such
as living with pain or low mobility. There are no short
cuts to embedded andmeaningful patient, carer, and
public involvement; given the intersectional nature
of multimorbidity and its association with
disadvantage and risk, researchers need time towork
out how to recruit and engage marginalised groups.
Enhancement awards to existing programmes,
exemplar studies, andother steps to reward inclusive
research practices are welcomed.

Which outcomesmatter?
Much debate focuses on identifying appropriate
outcomes to measure impact.16 At a service level,
outcomes might include greater continuity of care or
appropriate service use. At an individual level, they
will include functional outcomes such as ability to
carry out everyday activities, as well as quality of life,
treatment burden, and self-efficacy or patient
activation (confidence of people in managing their
ownhealth). Fundingpanelsmay judge someof these
as process, mediator, or proximal outcomes rather
than endpoints in themselves. In addition, generic
outcomes of any kind may not be sensitive to small
changes or capture what matters most to individuals
when changing services. Debate about what
constitutes a “proper”outcome is needed throughout
the research system. It may not be appropriate to fix
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on a single primary outcome, as noted in recently updated Medical
Research Council guidance.13 More work is needed on the best ways
of using multiple outcomes to capture important elements while
avoiding selective reporting.

Workshop participants articulated the challenges of funding
research in this area, but also the opportunities afforded by
integrated research systems like NIHR. Positive steps included
targeted fellowships and exchange schemes building skills across
disciplines and settings, as well as longer call windows and phased
grants for researchers to build partnerships and test ambitious
designs. The pandemic showed how NIHR and other research
funders worldwide responded flexibly to new and urgent needs.
Legacy challenges in managing and understanding long covid may
prove decisive in breaking down single condition silos of clinical
and research expertise. Participants confirmed the need for radical
solutions to fund high quality multimorbidity research that stays
close to the reality of peoples’ lives.
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